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Game Title: Hike and Seek 

Hike and Seek is an environmental management game. Players hike 

around the board in aim to solve the environmental problems while 

escaping normal life and taking on a game character. From being a park 

ranger or politician, to a scientist or a council worker.  

 

Theme and Story World 

In today’s rapidly changing age, environmental issues are becoming more 

destructive. The protection of nature and the environment is becoming 

imperative. Therefore, Hike and Seek sets out to bring awareness to 

environmental issues by teaching players to solve environmental 

problems and the types that there are. Hike and Seek does this by 

teaching environmental management skills. The game also encourages 

players to participate in real life hiking trials, good health and wellbeing 

by signifying how important being in the outdoors is.   

The theme of Hike and Seek is environment management. My inspiration 

for this game has come from another university subject, Future Cultures. 

This subject requires students to create a digital artefact. Mine is about 

hikes in and around the Sutherland Shire and the benefits of them. I have 

personally been on the trials designed on the board. Take a read on my 

blog posts to see the trials-> 

https://allanahjohnson.wordpress.com/walks-in-the-sutherland-shire/  

Hike and Seek sets out for players to escape the norm and become a part 

of a story world by becoming a character. These characters include a 

Politian, park ranger, scientist and council worker. There are plenty of 

opportunity where the story world of environmental management is 

displayed. For instance, the board itself is a virtual walking trial 

complemented with visual images of nature, birds and bushes. Along with 

this, resource cards and character cards further exaggerate the theme of 

https://allanahjohnson.wordpress.com/walks-in-the-sutherland-shire/
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environmental management. All these elements offer players an 

experience during Hike and Seek.  

 

This vigorous game offers players a chance to reach their goals, though, 

first they need to overcome obstacles during the game. These obstacles 

come from the resource cards that include difficulty cards. These cards 

increase the difficulty in solving an environmental problem. This all-round 

fun game provides enjoyment and fulfilment with the environmental 

theme. This gives players a meaning and reason to care about the game. 

In my play test which you can read further down, a player mentioned, “it 

is a really satisfying theme, helping the environment”. Therefore, the 

theme, rules and story world gives players a reason to play again.   

 

Genre  

The genre of Hike and Seek is flexible. This game can be a family game, 

adventure and or stimulating game.   

 

Target market and audience  

The audience of this game is open and flexible. There is no specific age. 

Though, due to the game terms and materialistic components it is suited 

to target towards 12+. Though there is a niche audience with the 

following attributes:  

Demographic Segmentation  

- Males and females  

- 12+ 

- Median income level  

- High school and above education level  

Geographic segmentation 

- Australia wide.   
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Psychographic segmentation  

Has interests in:  

- the environment 

- hikes 

- walks 

- nature  

- fitness  

- problem solving  

- management  

 

Comparable titles and products 

The inspiration for Hike and Seek came from 

Pandemic. I had played this game during the 

class BCM300 Game Making at university. It isn’t 

a game I would usually play, however, I had so 

much fun.  

I wanted to recreate the fun and enjoyment I 

had while playing Pandemic into an 

environmental themed game.  

Board Game Geek (2000) describes Pandemic, 

“In Pandemic, several virulent diseases have broken out simultaneously 

all over the world! The players are disease-fighting specialists whose 

mission is to treat disease hotspots while researching cures for each of 

four plagues before they get out of hand.”  

 

The two main elements from Pandemic that I enjoyed was planning a 

strategy with character card strengths and racing around the board to 

https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/30549/pandemic
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/30549/pandemic
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/30549/pandemic
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/30549/pandemic
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solve the problems. These are two components I implemented into Hike 

and Seek. In my second playtest, one of the players mentioned that there 

were elements in Hike and Seek that reminded them of pandemic.  

 

Potential marketing elements  

 

       Cost  

 

I have averaged the cost for consumers to buy Hike and Seek between 

$30-$40. I researched this price based of Pandemic, valued at $50. 

Though, Pandemic has more materiality then Hike and Seek.  

 

Media campaign for Hike and Seek  

Goal: Creating buzz for Hike and Seek via Facebook.   

Promoting the campaign on Facebook, posts with:  

 

- questions to the audience  

- quizzes  

- polls  

- interactive Q&A 

- game tutorials  

Example:  

Campaign  Example  

Engagement   You can just have as much fun as we are 

playing Hike and Seek! Get your board game 

now. 

(with a short interactive video of consumer’s 

player Hike and Seek).  

Lifestyle  Show the audience the importance of 

maintaining the environment.  

Short video with real life hikes and solving 
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problems. This will show the audience how 

the game relates to real Life.  

  

Production cost  

According to Foxtrot Games 2016,  

“If you plan to sell your game through distribution and if you hope to sell 

out of your first printing and do a second one, your MSRP must be at least 

5 x your total landed costs. If will cost you $6 each to manufacture 2,000 

copies (that’s $12,000 total) and another $4,000 ($2 each) to freight 

them. Your total cost is $16,000.” 

 

Therefore, with these figures I would consider Kickstarter. Kickstarter 

provides resources and support for creators to make their ideas a reality. 

I would publish Hike and Seek along with the playtest results in aim to 

gain funding.  

 

Potential publisher  

 

 

 

 

When choosing a distributor for Hike and Seek there were variables I took 

into consideration. These were whether the distributor created 

educational games, cared for the environment and had moral values. The 

company I would potentially choose is Blue Orange.  

 

Blue Orange values facilitating eternal memories around great games for 

family and friends. The company visions a happy and harmonious planet 

by following eco-friendly practices. Blue orange publishes their games 

with strong play values and they plant two trees for each one used in 

construction of their wooden games. They aim to make the earth a better 

place.  
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Since Hike and Seek is an environmental game promoting the importance 

of environmental issues, Blue Orange would a perfect fit for publishing 

this game.  

 

With Hike and Seeks core theme about environmental problems. If I were 

to take this game to the production level I would also want to produce the 

game from 100% recycled product. This will emphasize the theme of the 

game.  

 

Retailers  

Hike and Seek has a niche audience. The game will appeal to 

environmental lovers and adventure seekers. When considering retailers, 

I think it is important for Hike and Seek to have some environmental 

authenticity.  

 

For instance, collaborating with Land Care NSW 2019. “Landcare is a 

community-based approach to managing and protecting our natural 

resources – creating more productive and sustainable farms, conserving 

our environment and building more cohesive and resilient communities.”  

 

Collaborating with Land Care NSW will bring exposure and emphasize the 

theme and meaning of Hike and Seek to the audience.  
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Space   

Hike and Seek has a central focus to solve the environmental problems. 

This dynamic board game can be played in the space of the longue room 

floor, the kitchen dining table or anywhere players find comfortable. It 

does not require much space as there is only one board that players sit 

around and share.  

 

Hike and Seek focuses on individual progression. Like all games, the aim 

of the game for the players is to win. Hike and Seek does not follow a 

linear progression. The spaces on the board are waste space and 

bounded, providing players with flexible movement.   

 

The game rules 

 
 

When playtesting Hike and Seek, the feedback for the rules was positive. 

Players said that my rules were clear and understandable. 

 

The rules of Hike and Seek can be accessed on this google docs. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swqwsM3PKio2fPsEpIB4JHJ1LrixrQ

KDOB8OEgtT2aQ/edit?usp=sharing  

 

Key mechanics  

• problem solving  

• trading  

• action point allowance  

• hand management  

• set collection  

• player vs player 

• collaborative board  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swqwsM3PKio2fPsEpIB4JHJ1LrixrQKDOB8OEgtT2aQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swqwsM3PKio2fPsEpIB4JHJ1LrixrQKDOB8OEgtT2aQ/edit?usp=sharing
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• variable player powers  

 

Core gameplay loops 

• Player positions their piece on start and pick up a character card. 

• Player uses the character card powers to determine best strategy to 

win.  

• Player picks up 1 x resource card.  

• Player moves from point to point around the board trying to get to 

the problem spaces.  

• Player aims for 3 x matching resource cards to solve a problem. 

E.g. 3 x fire cards, they go to the fire on the board, they have 

solved that problem. 

• Once the player solves that problem they receive an orange chip.  

• The player with the most orange chips wins the game. As they have 

solved the most problems.  

 

Three act structure  

Beginning: The player chooses a character card from the deck. Each 

character card has a different power. This is where the player can decide 

on a strategy to win. The character cards allow players to take control of 

their strategic powers in Hike and Seek.  

 

Middle act: this is where the players begin to race to solve the 

environmental problems. The player who solves the most wins. The 

problems include clearing rubbish form the pathway, protecting wildlife, 

bushfires, water supplies and medical emergencies. You begin to see 

action happening and players employ their strategies to win. To solve the 

problem, players need 3 matching resource cards for the environmental 

problem. Though, the resource deck also includes difficulty cards which 

may throw players off track from their strategy.  
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Third act: The ending of the game happens when all the environmental 

problems have been solved. Results are announced and the player who 

has solved the most problems has won. 

 

Development process  

Ideation  

As mentioned earlier, the creation process for Hike and Seek began in 

another university subject, Future Cultures. In this subject, I have a DA 

where I document walks and hikes that I participate in. Therefore, I 

created Hike and Seek to demonstrate the importance of hikes while 

managing the environment to preserve it for future generations.  

 

Prototype details  

• Cards: Resource cards and character cards  

 
• Orange chips  
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• Player pieces  

 
 

 

• The board  
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Playtesting results 

                                               

    

Feedback is important especially in the context of designing a game. The 

players who play tested Hike and Seek provided myself with relevant 

information on what I have done well and what could be done better. I 

play tested Hike and Seek twice. Both playtests were successful. I gained 

valuable feedback from my first playtest which I then used to iterate the 

game for the next playtest. The feedback was positive and there were 

only minimal changes I needed to do. 
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The positive aspects to Hike and Seek from the playtesting is the 

engaging and moral theme of helping the environment, the colorful and 

detailed design of the game, the mechanics and that it is easy to 

understand. All players found the concept and the game fun to play.  

 

The play testing results can be seen on this Google Doc.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S0Y4bsKKhMxTCKiskpM8fH8b5xYF

ABHrfzLop92CYDU/edit?usp=sharing  

 

Response to feedback and iteration  

Playtest one:  

I have used the relevant feedback to improve Hike and Seek. The 

feedback was valuable information and has helped Hike and Seek to be 

the best it possibly can.  

 

This story world provides enough elements to create different levels of 

conflict. In my first playtest, there was conflict with the different abilities 

in the character cards. This was because one of the character cards had 

an over power ability then the others. The card allowed the player to 

move anywhere on the board they wanted too. Thus, I iterated and 

adjusted the powers to be equal. There is also conflict between a player 

and the algorithm of the game, player vs player and Hike and Seeks 

element of card swapping.  

 

The feedback I have responded to in the first play test is the following:   

 

• Players suggested that there could be more travel paths on the 

board game. 

I responded to this by adding more black lines (paths) on the board. This 

way players can get the spot on the board they want to faster.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S0Y4bsKKhMxTCKiskpM8fH8b5xYFABHrfzLop92CYDU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S0Y4bsKKhMxTCKiskpM8fH8b5xYFABHrfzLop92CYDU/edit?usp=sharing
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                Before                                       After 

 

• More resource cards.  

I added 30 more resource cards. These included adding 2 more of each 

problem card and added in some difficulty cards. These cards will make 

players either take steps forwards, backwards, go back to start, put 1 x 

resource card back and skip turn.  

 

• Clearer explanation of mechanics in the rules. 

I added a components part to my rules which explained what each 

mechanic on the board means.  I also updated the how to play rules by 

adding in more detailed information on the board movement, resource 

cards, card swapping and what to do if there is a tie.  

 

• Changed the character cards to remove the power imbalance.  

I changed the character cards. The character all have different strategies 

though, they all have the same power balance. The character cards and 

powers are: 

 

Council worker: Has extra tools. Can choose a player to swap any of their 

cards with yours. Only 3 times.  
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Politian: extra resources. When you have a set of 3 matching resource 

cards, you can go straight to the problem.  

 

Scientist: You have no boundaries on the board. You can move to 

whichever spot on your turn. Only 3 times.  

 

Park ranger: You have more knowledge on the trail. You can move 2 

spots on your turn.  

 

Playtest two: 

Playtest two went well as you can see through my results. By responding 

to the feedback in the first playtest I could smooth out hitches of the 

game. For instance, I redesigned the rules to be clearer and more 

engaging. This was strong in playtest two as the players did not require 

explanation on how to play. I added more resource cards by adding a new 

card, ‘difficulty card’ from the feedback from the first playtest. These 

cards set players either back or forward with their strategy to win. Players 

noted how they really enjoyed this element of the game. With these 

changes the second playtest ran smoother.  

 

Conclusions  

Hike and Seek is an engaging, educational and fun environmental 

management game. It is suitable for a niche audience of adventure, 

fitness and environmental lovers. It holds potential for enjoyment and 

entertainment. You are guaranteed 100% fun – thanks to my playtest 

results.  

 

The final version of Hike and Seek would have the same aesthetic as it 

does in the board in the pictures. It would feature real life hikes and real 

nature. Though, if I had more time on the game I would change the 

orange chips to something more visual.  
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